Pregnant
Megan
Fox
Is
Rethinking Celebrity Divorce
from Brian Austin Green, Says
Source

By Mary DeMaio
No relationship is all sunshine, but two people can share one
umbrella and weather the storm together. According to
UsMagazine.com, Megan Fox is contemplating the idea of getting
back together with Brian Austin Green after their celebrity
vacation in Hawaii. This celebrity couple is expecting their
third child after almost six years of marriage. They tied the
knot in June of 2010 and Fox filed for a celebrity divorce
last August, having been separated six months prior to her

filing. In latest celebrity news, Green has done everything to
try to convince her to stay together, even planning this trip
back to Hualalai where they made their vows, sources said.

This celebrity divorce may not be
happening after all! What are some
ways
to
give
your
failing
relationship one last shot?
Cupid’s Advice:
It’s never easy saying goodbye. Watching the moments become
faint memories, slowly fading into oblivion. Just because
things may be getting more difficult, doesn’t mean you have to
give up the life you starting building with someone. Cupid is
here to share some ways with you:
1. Go on a private getaway together: Remove the stressful
demands of everyday life and go to a place where you can just
focus on each other. Taking time out of a busy schedule is
often the best medicine.
Related Link: Famous Couple Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie Enjoy
A Weekend Celebrity Getaway Without Kids
2. Find common goals: The aim is for both of you to share what
you want your life to be about, where you want to end up and
what these things mean to you. Look for anything that’s common
between the two of you and talk about ways to work toward that
aspiration together.
Related Link: What Can We Learn From Celebrity Divorces?
3. Communicate problems and differences: Bring any issues to
the surface to see if they can be fixed before walking away.
Suppressing your feelings can be detrimental, not only to the

relationship, but your internal disposition. Communication is
key.
How do you know if you should stay in a weak relationship?
Share your experience below.

